
Romans Home School Learning Lesson 6 (Week 7) 

Roman Baths 

 

LO. To research information to develop understanding 

 
Look through the PowerPoint in PDF of Roman Baths and answer the questions within it. 

 

Task: Draw your own Roman Bath layout like a map and add detailed labels to the 

different amenities on offer. Below is an example of a Roman Bath house. Use the 

resource and your own research to find out about Roman Baths. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Legacy of the Romans 
 

Think about the time periods we have already studied- The Egyptians and Stone 

Age to Iron Age. What did the Romans gain from these people? Have the Romans 

helped us? What is in our world now that is related to any of the periods that you 

have studied in Key Stage Two? Can we trust all the information that we get from 

the Romans about events that happened then? 

 

Discuss these questions to finish the History learning of this topic. 

 

 

 

The Gymnasium allowed Romans to 

keep fit. This was important to 

Romans because…  



Answers 

What have the Egyptians and Iron Age to Stone Age people given us/Romans? 

Metal work – Iron, Bronze 

Religious beliefs- a way of understanding the world 

The wheel 

Farming – fields and flood plains 

The Egyptians gave us hieroglyphs, papyrus, and the pyramids.  

Egyptians gave us a story of unity in government.  

The Stone Age to Iron Age gave us flour - rotary quern 

 

How have the Romans helped us? 

Fast food- The streets of Pompeii are littered with Fast food outlets 

Advertising and trademarks  

 
Plumbing and sanitation – underfloor heating  

Towns 

Architecture – building we can see today still 

Roads 

Our calendar 

Currency – using coins as money to pay for things 

Latin language 

Bureaucracy – list making and forms 

  

 

Can we trust all the information that we get from the Romans about events that 

happened then? 

Romans were great at recording events and writing about them, but they were always 

written from their viewpoint. Written sources about Boudicca see her as vengeful but 

did she not have a right to fight against what the Romans had done? 

 

The primary sources of buildings and artefacts do tell the truth of what life was like at 

that period. The remains of Pompeii and Herculaneum show intimate details of life 

nearly 2000 years ago.   

http://socialstudiesforkids.com/articles/worldhistory/ancientegypt-hierogrlyphs.htm

